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1. Overview and Summary 
1.1 Scope of this Report 
This document is a summary of the research activities and results for the six 
month period 16 September 1985 to 15 March 1986 under the Defense Advanced 
Research Project Agency (DARPA) Submicron Systems Architecture Project. Tech-
nical reports covering parts of the project in detail are listed following these sum-
maries, and can be ordered from the Caltech Computer Science Library. 
1.2 Objectives 
The central theme of this research is the architecture and design of VLSI systems 
appropriate to a microcircuit technology scaled to submicron feature sizes, and 
includes related efforts in concurrent computation and VLSI design. 
Additional background information can be found in previous semiannual tech-
nical reports [5052:TR:82j, [5078:TR:83j, [5103:TR:83j, [5122:TR:84], [5160:TR:84j, 
[5178:TR:85], [5202:TR:85]. 
1.3 Highlights 
Some highlights of the previous 6 months are: 
• Working Mosaic A elements (2.2 and 4.1) !!! 
• Torus Routing Chips work on first silicon (4.2). 
• Mosaic C - an SCMOS Mosaic element - being designed (2.2.2 and 4.3). 
• Compilation method for designing self-timed circuits (4.5). 
• 128-node Intel iPSC in routine operation and available for use via the ARPAnet 
(2.1.3). 
• New results in parallel execution of logic programs (3.1). 
• A new flow framework for concurrent programming (3.3) 
• Event-driven simulations chew up endless cycles on the cosmic cubes (3.5). 
• A surprise about network topologies (3.6). 
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2. Architectural Experiments 
2.1 Cosmic Cube Project 
W C Athas, Michael Lichter, Wen-King Su, Chuck Sez'tz 
The cosmic cubes are working reliably, and researchers are using them for ap-
plication programming projects and for event-driven simulations of other message-
passing architectures. Usage has been moderately heavy, and there have been very 
few problems reported. 
2.1.1 Hardware Status 
The 6-cube interface was moved from sol. cal tech. edu, our main SUN file-
server, a SUN-2/170, to ceres, a SUN-2/120, in order to lighten the load on the 
already overloaded file server. The 3-cube interface was moved from ceres to venus, 
another SUN-2/120. 
Neither the 6-cube nor the 3-cube has failed in this 6-month period. The cubes 
have now logged 1.85 million node-hours with 3 hard failures. The calculated MTBF 
of the nodes of 100,000 hours reported before these machines were constructed can 
now be stated to be conservative at the 99% confidence level. A node MTBF in 
excess of 500,000 hours is probable, and can be stated now at a 55% confidence 
level. The systems will have to operate for another 2! years with a similar or 
smaller failure rate for us to be able to state a 500,000 hour MTBF with 90% 
confidence. 
2.1.2 System Software Status 
There have been no significant changes made in the cosmic cube system soft-
ware in this period. Progress continues in converting some additional parts of the 
operating system kernel from 8086 assembly code to C to assist in bringing this 
kernel up quickly on future machines. 
2.1.3 Intel cube 
In October 1985 our first Intel cube, an iPSC d6 (64 nodes), was installed. 
In December it was upgraded to a d7 (128 nodes). These machines were con-
tributed to the Sub micron Systems Architecture Project as a part of the license 
agreement between the Caltech and Intel, and are accessible via the ARPAnet to 
other ARPA researchers who may wish to experiment with them. The iPSC host 
is ipsc. cal tech. edu (or ipsc. arpa) on the ARPAnet. In order to request an 
account, please contact chuck<Ovlsi. cal tech. edu. 
The Intel iPSC systems are quite similar to the cosmic cubes, but have faster 
hardware and more primary storage per node. The system software does not include 
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all the features of the cosmic cube due to limitations of the Intel 286/310 host, which 
runs Xenix, while the cosmic cube hosts run Berkeley Unix. 
Each of the iPSC nodes consists of an Intel 80286, an 80287 floating point 
processor, eight ethernet channels, an RS422 channel, and 512K bytes of memory. 
Seven of the ethernet channels are used for bidirectional point-to-point cube con-
nections, while the eighth is used as a global channel for communcation directly to 
the host. This global channel is an improvement over the cosmic cube's scheme, in 
which only node 0 has a connection to the cube host. (In the cosmic cube, node 
o and other nodes on the path from a process performing I/O to the host bear an 
extra load of routing a substantial volume of messages.) The RS422 channel in the 
IPSe is used for initializing the nodes, and for running diagnostics. 
We have seen the performance of programs ported from the cosmic cube to the 
iPSe increase by a factor of three per node. For example, Chuck Seitz's Collatz sieve 
program, which spends most of its time in arbitrary precision integer arithmetic 
routines, runs six times faster on the Intel 7-cube than it does on the cosmic 6-
cube. This performance on the iPSC d7 is more than 60 times faster than the best 
sequential program version of the Collatz sieve running on a VAXll/780. 
Other benchmarks comparing the cosmic cube with the Intel cube show that 
the cosmic cube is faster for short (less than 80 bytes) messages, but asymptotically 
about one fourth as fast for long messages. These differences are due to the greater 
bandwidth but higher overhead in starting up the Intel cube's DMA-driven ethernet 
channels. Because of the higher message latency on the iPSC, relative to instruction 
rate, applications that use message passing intensively and tend towards shorter 
messages are best run on the cosmic cube, while problems involving coarser grain 
concurrency run much faster on the iPSC. A detail characterization of message-
passing performance on both the cosmic cube and iPSC is currently being written 
up. 
The Intel system software at present resembles an early version of the cosmic 
environment, but both performance and convenience continue to improve with later 
releases. In order to accomodate differences between the iPSC and cosmic cube 
functions, a compatability library was written that allows cosmic cube programs 
to run on the iPSC without changes in the source code. This library will track 
expected future changes in Intel's software. 
The Intel hardware has been reliable, and the system software has been rea-
sonably free of bugs. We have encountered several problems with the TCP /IP 
implementation for the 286/310 host, but the latest release appears to work reli-
ably. We have sources for all of the system software, and have been able to make 
experimental modifications to and reassemble the node operating system. 
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2.1.4 Application programs 
We continue to make the cosmic cubes available to selected guest researchers 
for problems that appear to be particularly interesting or difficult. 
Several researchers from the Aeronautics department at Caltech, under the di-
rection of Professors Brad Sturtevant and Tony Leonard, report very good results 
on some difficult fluid mechanics computations. Some of these computations are are 
based on a vortex model in which the interaction of vortices is computed in a way 
that is essentially similar to an n-body computation. Others of these computations 
employ a Monte Carlo method for computing local interactions for molecular dy-
namics, rarified gas (such as jet plumes), and granular flow, with a non-uniform grid 
to balance the load. These results and others were reported recently in a "Work-
shop on Applications of the Cosmic Cube to Selected Problems in Fluid Mechanics" 
organized by the Caltech Aeronautics Group. 
A program written by Craig S. Steele of our research group is suggestive of the 
way in which these machines are used on problems that come up in our research. 
The Intel iPSC was used to support a conjecture in information theory. Mutual 
information is a measure of the maximum information capacity of a set of noisy 
communication channels. Essential mutual information is the information transfer 
possible if the probabilistic input/output function is replaced by the best possi-
ble "forced choice" of an output for each input wire. For most input probability 
distributions, the essential mutual information is a large fraction of the mutual in-
formation of the original noisy configuration. The question of just how bad the best 
"forced choice" can be seems analytically intractable. 
Recently the problem was attacked by a randomized search of possible configu-
rations. After considerable effort on conventional computers, a concurrent version 
was produced for the iPSC. For this particular problem, the iPSC d7 proved to be 
about 80 times faster than a VAX-ll/750 under UNIX. It was possible to conve-
niently search 100 times more cases than previous efforts. A new lower bound on 
the ratio of the essential mutual information to mutual information was found, and 
the results supported the conjecture that the ratio is low only for configurations of 
extremely low information capacity. 
Another problem that would be practically out of reach is our ongoing evalu-
ations by simulation of preliminary designs for future message-passing concurrent 
computers. In most cases analytical techniques are not adequate to model blocking 
in the message-passing networks. An implementation of event-driven simulation 
(see section 3.5) using a technique similar to the Chandy-Misra-Bryant distributed 
simulation algorithm has been used to "benchmark" machines not yet constructed. 
Simulations of message-flow performance done in 1981 in connection with the cos-
mic cube design, and for machines up to 96 nodes, required about 1000 hours of 
DEC-2060 time. These more ambitious simulations, performed for machines of var-
ious sizes up to 1024 nodes, are expected to consume a similar amount of time on 
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the cosmic cubes. 
2.2 Mosaic Project 
Over the past six months, the Mosaic p roject has been the focus of our system-
building activities. 
• With many trials and tribulations past, and more no doubt to come, we now 
have working prototype Mosaic A elements. This work is described in section 
4.1. 
• A number of ideas have developed - thanks to the work of several of the senior 
graduate students in the group - to the point where we are confident not only 
that we can program relatively fine-grain systems such as the Mosaic without 
extraordinary efforts, but that these fine-grain systems are efficient and surpris-
ingly general. See sections 2.4 and 3.3. 
• Some recent results on message routing and network topologies suggest that 
Mosaic systems with large numbers of elements can use a low-dimension (2D 
or 3D) mesh connection More complex topologies such as shuffles and binary 
n-cubes are unnecessary. See section 3.6. 
• The design of a Mosaic C, in MOSIS SCMOS technology, IS underway. See 
sections 2.2.2 and 4.3. 
2.2.1 Mosaic software tools 
Steve Rabin, Chuck Seitz 
The Mosaic A assembler has been upgraded to be essentially compatible with 
the Mosaic B assembler, and several programming conveniences have been added 
to both assemblers. Modifying the assem bler to accommodate the Mosaic C is 
expected to be straightforward. 
Because bugs in Mosaic programs can garble the message system flow control, it 
is difficult to debug programs directly on Mosaic hardware. The Mosaic A element, 
which lacks interrupt hardware and clears its state on RESET, is unable to restore 
system context in the event of a serious error in the message system. For this 
reason most of our software development must be performed on a simulated Mosaic 
ensemble rather than on Mosaic hardware. 
The current Mosaic simulation environment supports the simulation of Mosaic A 
and B ensembles with arbitrary connectivity, and with elements that are loaded with 
variable microcode and bootstrap programs. There is a simulated host interface 
to the ensemble, and provisions for loading data into or unloading data from the 
ensemble. Debug commands allow one to monitor communications and to examine 
the state of each computer in the ensemble. The simulation is, to the best of our 
knowledge, absolutely accurate on a clock cycle by clock cycle basis, in order to be 
able to replicate precisely any behavior of a Mosaic ensemble. 
The cost of this precision is performance. The current implementation of the 
Mosaic simulator - written in MAINSAIL - executes roughly 50 simulated Mo-
saic cycles per VAXll/780 cpu-second. At this rate the Mosaic A v1.2 boot-
strap program, which moves a march pattern through memory, requires roughly 
6 VAXll/780 cpu-minutes multiplied by the number of machines in the ensemble 
being simulated. Fortunately, for bootstrap programs we are interested primarily 
in ensembles of one element. 
Work is now under way to provide a concurrent simulation environment for Mo-
saic ensembles, intended to run either on the cosmic cubes or Intel iPSC computers. 
Our goal, now that the Mosaic processors are so well characterized, is to perform 
macroinstruction rather than microinstruction level simulation, and be able to sim-
ulate full size (e.g., 1024 node) ensembles on the 128-node iPSC at no worse than 
1,000 times slower than a hardware ensemble. 
2.2.2 Mosaic C 
Bill Athas, Lounette Dyer, Fritz Nordby, Steve Rabin, Don Speck, Wen-King Su, 
Chuck Seitz, and the 1985-86 Caltech VLSI Design Class 
The design of a new Mosaic element, called Mosaic C, was started in January 
1986. Some of the details of the chip design are described in section 4.3, and an 
overview of the architecture is summarized here. 
• Target technology: MOSIS SCMOS with 0.6j.Lm S ), S 1.5j.Lm. Target maximum 
chip size is 36mm2, or 100M),2 with), = 0.6j.Lm, and 16M),2 with), = 1.5j.Lm. 
Speed, storage size, and top-level floorplan will necessarily vary with feature 
size. 
• Storage: dynamic RAM, with refresh accomplished by the processor microcode 
as in Mosaic A & B, and small bootstrap ROM. 2T, 3T, and 4T RAMs are being 
designed. The primary storage is expected to require between 420 and 675 ),2 
per bit including peripheral circuits, depending on which design is used. The 
2T RAM, with only 420),2 and one contact per bit, is looking very promising. 
• Processor: 16-bit, similar to the Mosaic B processor in layout and microcode 
style, except that the channels are implemented separately. Also, the Mosaic 
C processor is a "two-sequence" machine: It has two program counters and 
two sets of registers to be able to switch instantly between task and channel 
processing contexts. 
• Channels: memory mapped, bit serial, two virtual channels per physical chan-
nel, with hardware assist for cut-through routing. These channels are a compro-
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mise between the performance of channels such as those on the Torus Routing 
Chip (TRC) (see section 4.2) and generality. The TRC channels also require 
more pins. Routing will be controlled by software, but after the routing deci-
sion is made the flow control units (flits) are shuttled from incoming to outgoing 
channel without processor intervention. 
The processor, channels, ROM, and peripheral circuits on the Mosaic Care 
expected to consume about lOM,\2. The amount of space left for storage depends 
strongly on feature size: about 6M,\2 or 1.5K bytes at 3J1m feature size - similar 
to Mosaic A -, about 26M,\2 or 8K bytes at 2J1m feature size, and up to 90M,\2 or 
24K bytes at 1.2J1m feature size. The 3J1m version can be used to prove the design. 
The 2J1m version with 8K bytes of storage would be nearly ideal for experiments 
with message-driven programming styles (see section 2.4). 
2.3 Future Architecture Experiments 
Chuck Seitz, B£ll Athas, Bm Daily, Craig Steele, Wen-King Su 
We are developing a number of designs for second generation medium grain size 
message passing systems to combine the performance of commercial 32-bit processor 
chips and the low-latency communication of devices such as the Torus Routing Chip 
(TRC). Some of the critical design decisions are being investigated by simulations 
(see sections 2.1.4 and 3.5). 
Since many cosmic cube programs display their results as images, and because 
these programs are 110 limited, we intend to include in these second generation 
systems a distributed frame buffer to allow the system to generate graphic displays 
directly. 
2.4 Reflections on Models of Concurrent Computation 
Chuck Seitz 
In our experiments of the past year or so with message-passing concurrent com-
puters, we have started to introduce an object discipline into the use of the concur-
rent process model on which the cosmic cube and Mosaic are based. 
In the basic process model, concurrent processes communicate by asynchronous, 
non-blocking send and receive operations, and messages are queued while they tra-
verse the message system. These aspects of the process model appear to be dictated 
by physical design considerations in VLSI technologies. The way in which this model 
is captured in programming notations has its roots both in Hoare's Communicat-
ing Sequential Processes (CSP) notation and in Lang's work in our own group on 
concurrent extensions of object-oriented programming notations [5014:TR:82j such 
as Simula. 
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We like to think of CSP as the FORTRAN of concurrent programming nota-
tions, because in CSP programs are static entities. The process structure - the set 
of processes that participate in the computation and their references to other pro-
cesses - remains static for the duration of a computation. Processes communicate 
with operations in which (by definition) the number of completed send and receive 
operations on a channel are identical, much like signaling on a wire. CSP is then, 
to us, a satisfactory notation for describing either hardware (c.!., section 4.5) or 
quite simple programs, but is not able to express programs of a more dynamic and 
interesting character. 
Our process model, as expressed by adding extra primitives to programming 
languages such as C, is much more "liberal" than CSP. The synchronization be-
tween send and receive is potentially unbounded. The number of completed receive 
operations of a given type is not more than the number of completed send oper-
ations of the same type. Our model is also liberal in its notion of a "channel". 
All that a process requires to send a message to another process is reference to the 
other process, and reference can be passed in messages. Finally, we permit processes 
to spawn or to kill other processes. One can express programs with the dynamic 
character that we prefer. However, all of these capabilities are invoked explicitly. 
This process model has a number of virtues. It is more than adequate for 
many types of scientific computations, and is compatible with familiar concepts 
from operating systems based on processes and message-based interprocess com-
munication mechanisms. It is extremely powerful: any trigger mechanism [1J can 
be programmed. For example, it is relatively easy to build an object-oriented pro-
gramming environment on top of the process model with the methods run under a 
receive-dispatch-execute loop. 
The object-oriented programming notations used by Bill Dally (Concurrent 
Smalltalk, or CST) to express concurrent data structures, and by Bill Athas (Experi-
mental Concurrent Programming Language, or XCPL) for compilation experiments, 
forego the use of an explicit receive in favor of the objects being reactive or message-
driven. In this respect these programming notations are Actor [2J languages. An 
Actor similarly reacts to an incoming message by sending a (possibly empty) set 
of messages, creating a (possibly empty) set of new Actors, and changing its state 
(or behavior, or, in Actor semantics, it becomes another Actor). This trio of send, 
new, becomes is then the foundation of Actor semantics. One important difference 
in CST or XCPL objects is that they can exercise discretion in which messages they 
may react to. This concept was also present in Lang's work [5014:TR:82] of four 
years ago. We have persisted in the belief that the message system rather than the 
objects is right place to buffer messages. 
It appears that there are sound reasons both with respect to programming style 
and architecture to use an object rather than process model for our next round of 
experimental machines - both those machines based on commercial processors and 
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the Mosaic C. From the programming standpoint, the object model introduces a 
discipline into the use of send and new. From the architecture standpoint, recently 
developed message routing techniques reduce communication latency (see 3.6 and 
4.2) to an extent that puts pressure on the node processor to reduce the overhead 
associated with send and receive operations. There is some speed advantage for 
a node to schedule process (object) execution based on received messages - that 
is, to make the processes (objects) reactive and the processors message-driven (see 
3.7). It also appears that the operating system of a node can be made simpler 
than, for example, the cosmic kernel, if its entire job is (1) to run a process (or a 
particular method, if the method lookup is in the operating system) according to 
the messages received, and (2) to be able to spawn new processes. The organization 
of Mosaic C as a two-sequence computer is motivated in part by the desire to make 
it a good testbed for this model. The communication sequence, in addition to 
controlling message routing, would be able to provide the desired front-end services 
for message-driven operation of the node with no context-switching delay. 
References: 
[1] see Kotov's classification of trigger mechanisms in chapter 5 of Algorithms, Soft-
ware, and Hardware of Parallel Computers, edited by J Miklosko and V E Kotov, 
Springer-Verlag, 1984. 
[2] Gul A Agha, "Actors: A Model of Concurrent Computation in Distributed 
Systems" , Technical Report 844, MIT AI Lab, 1985. 
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3. Concurrent Computation 
3.1 The Sync Model for Parallel Execution of Logic Programming 
Pey-yun Peggy Li, Alain J Martin 
The Sync Model is a multiple solution data driven model which realizes AND-
parallelism and OR-parallelism in a logic program assuming a message-passing mul-
tiprocessor system. The Sync Model constructs a dynamic tree of processes to rep-
resent the AND/OR proof tree of a logic program and performs breadth-first search 
on the tree. AND parallelism is implemented through the contruction of dynamic 
data flow graph of the literals in the clause body by an ordering algorithm. OR 
parallelism is achieved by adding special Synchronization signals to the stream of 
partial solutions and synchronizing the multiple streams with a merge algorithm. 
In the past six months the Sync Model has been improved in several aspects: 
(1) Besides AND and OR parallelism, stream parallelism is also implemented in the 
model. Stream parallelism is the pipelining of the shared list data structure between 
two sibling AND processes. It is implemented by identifying the "stream variables" 
in the program automatically and transmitting the partial solutions of the stream 
variables with special communication protocol. (2) Tail recursion is optimized in 
two ways: by using a map operator to transform a tail recursive clause into a set of 
parallel AND processes to perserve the inherent parallelism in the definition, and 
by looping back and repeatedly using the same process for the recursive calls of the 
same goal. (3) The data flow graph is refined to avoid unnecessary computations. 
"Selective channels" are added to the literals that have zero out degree in the graph 
to transmit the input values that make the literals true. The refined graph is also 
maintained acyclic to prevent deadlock. 
The performance of the mapping of the Sync Model onto the Sneptree is ana-
lyzed in terms of the load factor and the communication overhead. The simulation 
results show that the Exchange Sneptree is one of the best connection patterns for 
the Sync Model, where the Exchange Sneptree is a Sneptree in which all the outgo-
ing links of the leaf nodes in the left half are directed to the incoming links of the 
nodes in the right half, and vice versa. We also found that load balancing heuristics 
do not improve the performance of the mapping. After comparing this mapping 
with the mapping of an arbitrary tree onto other networks, such as a mesh or a 
binary n-cube, we have found that the Sneptree is indeed the ideal architecture for 
the Sync Model. 
Full details can be found in "A Parallel Execution Model for Logic Program-
ming" , Peggy Li's Ph.D thesis (in preparation). 
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3.2 A descriptive model of computing agents 
Kevin S. Van Horn, Alain J. Martin 
One indication of how well we understand some phenomenon is our ability 
to provide an adequate mathematical model of it. Such a model provides a firm 
basis for reasoning about the phenomenon; in its absence we are vulnerable to 
the treacheries of informal reasoning, and we are severely limited in our ability to 
analyze complex instances of the phenomenon. What is the appropriate general 
model of computing systems? This model should be applicable to both hardware 
and software systems, and must of course be applicable to concurrent systems. As 
a candidate for this role, we have developed a general model of computing agents, 
called Complete and Infinite Traces, or CIT. 
We take the view that a computing agent is an object which may perform 
various actions, thus exhibiting some discrete behavior, which may be influenced by 
the actions of other agents. In the case of a digital circuit the relevant actions are 
voltage transitions. A computer program may perform such actions as assigning a 
value to a variable or writing a character to the user's screen, and may respond to 
actions such as the user hitting a key on the keyboard. 
The mathematical structure used to model a computing agent is called a process, 
and is a set of traces (sequences of actions) plus an input and an output alphabet 
(sets of actions performable by exterior entities or the agent itself, respectively). 
If we imagine an observer who records the entire sequence of actions which are 
performed during the operation of the computing agent, every such sequence which 
he might record (called a complete trace) will be in the trace set of the process 
modeling the agent. If the agent has a cyclic behavior and may continue to operate 
forever, then the trace set will contain infinite traces. 
To resolve some difficulties associated with infinite traces, we assume that all 
processes are either sequential (i.e., they model an agent which performs its output 
actions one at a time) or may be formed as the parallel composition of a set of 
sequential processes. Since we use recursion only in defining sequential processes, 
we may define parallel composition using the weave operator from trace theory [1] 
and thus avoid the problems associated with defining parallel composition as some 
form of "fair merge" . 
A detailed presentation of this model of computing agents may be found in 
[5207:TR:86j. 
At present, CrT is being applied to the semantics of concurrent programming 
languages. Concurrently (of course), compositional techniques for verifying such 
programs are being investigated, based on CIT. 
Reference: 
[1] J. L. A. van de Snepscheut. Lecture Notes m CS, vol. 200: Trace Theory and 
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VLS!, Springer-Verlag, 1985. 
3.3 Computation Flow 
William C. Athas, Chuck Seitz 
Research into compilation techniques for concurrent message passing computers 
(ensemble machines) has progressed from the definition and demonstration of a 
high level programming notation for describing concurrent objects [5196:TR:85] 
to research into program flow analysis. The program flow analysis is based upon 
a finite state process model for describing the basic or primitive behavior of a 
computation. The processes are capable of sending messages and spawning new 
processes. The finite state process shares many properties with the actor model of 
computation, although for our purposes it has been specifically tailored for program 
flow analysis. As a result of basing the program flow framework on this model, two 
addition frameworks of future and after flow are derived. 
Future flow allocates new processes (objects) before the processes are actually 
needed by a computation. This allocation can be performed statically at compile 
time to build an initial process graph for placement on the ensemble machine, 
or can be done concurrently with the computation. By concurrently performing 
future flow analysis with program execution, the interval between the specification 
of a process and its subsequent use is increased. This additional time may be used 
advantageously in finding better locations for new processes with respect to load 
balancing and message traffic. 
After flow is akin to the task of garbage collection as performed in LISP systems. 
Whereas future flow attempts to identify processes that are to be used in the future 
of a computation" after flow identifies those processes that are still relevant to a 
computation, though not necessarily active. By determining which processes are 
relevant, or other processes are thereby irrelevant to the outcome of the computation 
and can be safely reclaimed. Like future flow, after flow can be concurrent with 
program flow. The concurrent execution of all three is called computation flow. 
3.4 Concurrent Simulated Annealing 
Craig S. Steele, Chuck Seitz 
Preliminary experiments indicate that the previously reported simulated an-
nealing technique, used for process placement, is tolerant of minor database incon-
sistency. Some such "staleness" of data is likely in a highly concurrent computer 
due to communications latency. A concurrent implementation of the process place-
ment optimization program is being designed, and is targeted for the Intel iPSe. 
In addition to the goals of greatly increased optimization speed and larger maxi-
mum problem size, it is intended that the program should be written in such a way 
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that it may improve its own communications performance by optimizing its own 
placement. 
With the above goals in mind, a "quasi-static" programming environment (QSE) 
is being designed. This environment combines medium-sized data structures with 
C code operator modules, similar to small subroutines. Programs are written by 
specifying the logical connection between specific code and data components. Mes-
sages required to update remote copies of data are generated by the runtime system 
rather than by the progr"ammer's explicit use of send services. 
This approach removes the low-level details of message addressing from the code 
and allows relocation of computation components during execution. Debugging is 
eased because most components of system state are externalized and visible to the 
debugger via the runtime environment. Success of the QSE will provide a convenient 
environment for scientific programming applications based on iterative methods, 
and should be a significant step in the evolution of a fully dynamic concurrent 
programming model. 
3.5 Event-driven Simulation on Message-Passing Concurrent Computers 
Wen-King Su, Chuck Seitz 
Event-driven simulation is an important class of computations in which different 
parts of the system being simulated interact by scheduling events to take place at 
some time in the future. Each event may in turn cause more events to be scheduled 
at a later time. On sequential computers the events are performed in chronological 
order by a scheduler that maintains a single forward moving clock. 
A subset of such simulations map extremely well onto message-passing con-
current computers. This subset includes simulations in which the system being 
simulated includes a sufficiently large number of elements and activities going on at 
once to keep a concurrent machine busy. On a large concurrent machine, however, 
maintaining a universal clock is difficult. We are currently exploring an approach 
to event-driven simulation on message-passing concurrent computers in which the 
elements are connected by logical channels through which the events are delivered 
in the form of messages. 
The basic technique, which is closely related to the distributed simulations al-
gorithm suggested by Chandy and Misra, and by Bryant, is that an element can 
produce its outputs up to a future time t + s if it can predict its output s time units 
in the future based on the inputs up to time t. Any element that does not respond 
instantaneously - which includes all physically realizable elements, has this prop-
erty. In such a simulation the available slack, s, contributed by the elements is used 
increase the performance of the simulation. Messages are tagged with times, and all 
scheduling is local. The algorithm permits different elements of the simulation to 
get as much out of step as is permitted by their mutual dependencies, thus allowing 
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a maximal number of elements to be scheduled for evaluation while not doing any 
redundant work. 
A prototype simulator has been written and is currently giving the cosmic cubes 
a real workout. We are using the prototype simulation package to evaluate the 
performance of alternative network topologies and routing schemes under several 
program models. These simulations are part of our efforts at designing second 
generation message-passing systems (see section 2.3). 
3.6 Interconnection Network Topology 
William J. Dally, Chuck Seitz 
A comparison of the latency of k-ary n-cube networks as a function of dimension 
gives the surprising result that, holding wiring bisection width constant, relatively 
low dimension networks (e.g., the 2-dimensional torus) achieve lower latency than do 
high-dimensional networks (e.g., binary n-cubes). The minimum latency is achieved 
when the component of latency due to message length is approximately equal to the 
component of latency due to distance. For networks of fewer than 1000 processing 
nodes, minimum latency is acheved by two-dimensional netwo·rks. 
3.7 Message-Driven Processor 
William J. Dally 
A message-driven processor reduces message latency by directly executing mes-
sages rather than interpreting them with a series of instructions. In a concurrent 
computer built around a conventional instruction processor, interpreting a message 
is a time-consuming process. The processor must respond to an interrupt, save its 
state, fetch the message, look up the method, and finally (after executing about 100 
instructions) execute the method. 
Instead of nesting the fetch-decode-execute loop of a conventional instruction 
processor inside the receive-dispatch-execute loop required to process a message, a 
message-driven processor directly interprets messages. The reception and buffering 
of messages is performed by hardware so that no interrupt is required to receive a 
message. Method lookup is accelerated by "Q.sing an instruction-translation looka-
side buffer. Primitive methods are executed directly by the processor as if they 
were instructions. Defined methods are executed by creating a context object and 
performing a series of sends. 
Current work involves specifying the architecture of a message-driven processor 
and constructing a simulation model of this architecture. The goal of this work is to 
integrate a message-driven processor with a TRC-like communications device and 
memory on a single chip to form a building block for a future fine-grain concurrent 
computers. 
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3.8 Concurrent Smalltalk 
William J. Dally 
The Concurrent Smalltalk (CST) programming language is being developed to 
combine the data abstraction and late binding features of Smalltalk-80 with the 
message-passing semantics of actor languages. CST includes features that allow 
the programmer to create abstractions for concurrency. A key feature of this lan-
guage is the ability to specify distributed objects. The state of a distributed objects 
is distributed among a collection of constituent objects each of which can receive 
messages on behalf of the distributed object. Thus distributed objects can perform 
many operations simultaneously. They are the foundation upon which concurrent 
data structures are built. 
3.9 A General Purpose Concurrent Architecture 
John Y. Ngai, Chuck Seitz 
This research, still in its very early stages, is an investigation of computing 
structures that can support both concurrent and general purpose computing. The 
ideas involved have been discussed in the research group under the heading of "soft 
computers", and are based on programming arrays of very small computing elements 
in a way that is specializes the ensemble to interpret a program representation that 
is tailored to the program itself. 
The idea is also akin to that of silicon compilation. Instead of compiling the 
high level description of a computation directly into physical circuits elements such 
as wires and transistors, it would be translated into processes or objects, each 
accomplishing a certain part of the computation being compiled. The analogies 
between component or cell placement and process placement to achieve locality 
of communication is clear. These processes execute concurrently on a fine grain 
computing mesh. 
Certain elements of this idea are very old, and were investigated by John von 
Neumann [1] and Arthur Burks [2] in the late 1950s in their study of cellular au-
tomata theory. One can build fine grain structures that can be programmed and 
composed together to form larger architectural blocks. Exactly how much concur-
rency one can achieve depends on the algorithmic formulation of the computation. 
As with XCPL [5196:TR:85], the source text is necessarily concurrent, and the 
compilation can at best preserve the concurrencies in execution. 
Our current investigation focuses on finding suitable soft fine grain structures 
used in composition, and the corresponding simulation techniques. It appears, as in 
[1], that the ability to form communication paths is a necessary primitive. Future 
work will include a study of compilation techniques and composition rules, especially 
those needed to support an object-oriented programming style. 
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4. VLSI Design 
4.1 Mosaic A Elements 
Don Speck, Chuck Seitz 
The following narrative description of the final stages of a long-term effort on 
the Mosaic A elements may be of interest to other VLSI program contractors who 
have gone through or expect to go through similar experiences. 
As discussed in previous semi-annual technical reports, the two major parts 
of the Mosaic A element, the processor and dynamic RAM, were fabricated and 
tested separately. The processor gave us little trouble, but the RAM, with its exotic 
circuit design style, required many fabrication runs and extensive circuit simulation 
to achieve a robust design. 
With the major parts designed, there remained only to design a ROM and to 
integrate those parts into a single chip. The parts all hang off of a central ad-
dress/data bus, so predictably enough, that is where what few interface problems 
there were showed up. In designing the address drivers, it eventually became clear 
that the highly capacitive address lines - forced by the RAM layout to run more 
than twice the length of the chip - could never rise as fast as the ROM design had 
assumed. Timing pressure from the slow address inputs forced the ROM decoder 
to mutate into the same extreme hot-clock design style as the RAM decoder, sacri-
ficing some of the desired implementation independence of the ROM from the more 
suspect RAM. 
Since Mosaic elements are stored-program computers, they must have an initial 
program, contained in the ROM. A bootstrap loader is the minimum, but if any 
subsystem proves inoperative, the loader will likewise be inoperative, and it becomes 
impossible to load any diagnostic programs. In particular, we did not want to 
depend on the RAM, the most process-sensitive part of the chip, in performing 
RAM tests. Therefore, the diagnostic programs, particularly the RAM test, must 
already reside in the ROM if one hopes to gain any diagnostic information from 
partially-working chips. 
In hopes of getting some early feedback on yield, a "snapshot" of the evolv-
ing fully assembled chip was sent to MOSIS even before full simulations could be 
attempted. In this "snapshot" version, Mosaic 1.0, the ROM code performs a pur-
posely simplified port handshake (designed to be satisifed by a passive pullup), 
computes the ROM checksum, scans the RAM for errors, and reports both results 
before attempting to download a program. In this way the chip provides enough 
information to forecast yield, even if it proves unable to download any programs. 
Subsequent simulation revealed that the "snapshot" version was, in fact, too 
defective to download a program, but still able to run its ROM/RAM tests. The 
downloader routine contained an error despite the simple-and-safe coding style, and 
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an inverter was omitted from the input ports, causing the flow control circuits to 
ground out the input. The latter defect could be bypassed for test purposes by 
shorting the input to Vdd, in place of the passive pullup. 
The first batch of these chips received from MOSIS yielded 4 of 7 chips with all 
96 words of ROM and 512 words of RAM working correctly. Thus the "snapshot" 
and the paranoia in the test code were well justified. However, the chips only worked 
over a limited range of clock amplitudes (4.1 volts ± 5%) and clock speeds (1.5 to 5 
MHz). These same limitations were characteristic of an earlier version of the RAM, 
and may indicate some residual process sensitivity even in our improved version. 
Future fabrication results may help explain these test results. 
In the meanwhile, we have gone through the extraction, switch-level simulation, 
and bug-fixing cycle through fabricated versions 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 with the 1.3 and 
1.4 versions being free of any known bugs. The full suite of switch-level simulation 
tests with Mossim II requires more than 20 days on a VAXU/750. 
The ROM code in Mosaic 1.3 & 1.4 has been made flexible enough to use for 
diagnosis, testing, and program loading. The size has quadrupled with the addition 
of specific tests for every subsystem except the microcode. Together, the tests are 
so comprenensive that they diagnosed 4 bugs in the instruction simulator. None of 
those bugs exist in the chip itself, as determined by simulation with Mossim II. 
The Mosaic 1.3 is expected to be producible in quantity. It has 768 words (1.5K 
bytes) of RAM, 392 words of ROM, 65,000 transistors, a die of 4.6 by 7.1 mm2 
(including the MOSIS test structures) in a 3J.Lm MOSIS nMOS process, and 17 
pads. The pads are all located on the 4.6mm edges, so that the chip fits perfectly 
in a standard I8-pin dRAM package. 
The use of a 2D mesh connection allows very simple packaging of Mosaic systems 
on PCBs with 256 node elements and 32 clock driver chips per board. 
4.2 The Torus Routing Chip 
William Dally, Chuck Seitz 
First silicon of the Torus Routing Chip (TRC) was received in December. These 
chips functioned properly; however performance was below expectations. Channel 
period was measured to be 250ns and channel delay I50ns. Even with this dissa-
pointing performance - due to an oversight in the location of the critical timing path 
- the TRC offers a substantial improvement in performance over existing commu-
nication networks. For example in a 1024 processor 32-ary 2-cube a message across 
half the diameter of the machine crosses 31 channels with a latency of only 4.65J.Ls 
(31 X I50ns). In contrast, store and forward networks used by machines such as the 
cosmic cube have single channel latencies in the order of a millisecond. The torus 
routing chip reduces these millisecond latencies to microseconds, making possible 
much finer-grain concurrency. 
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Continuing work aims at improving the performance of the TRC. A 1.4J.Lm 
feature size version of the TRC was submitted for fabrication in January, and a 
redesign of the TRC to improve performance and function is in progress. 
A preprint of a paper describing the Torus Routing Chip is reproduced as an 
appendix to this report. 
4.3 Mosaic C 
Bill Athas, Lounette Dyer, Fritz Nordby, Steve Rabin, Don Speck, Wen-King Su, 
Chuck Seitz, and the 1985-86 Caltech VLSI Design Class 
A new version of the Mosaic element, called Mosaic C, was started in January 
1986. The target technology is MOSIS SCMOS with 0.6Jlm :::; ). :::; 1.5Jlm. The 
architecture is discussed in section 2.2, and some of the rationale behind the unusual 
features of the element is found in sections 2.4, 3.3, 3.6, and 4.2. 
A first cut logic design and layout is being done by the 32 "hard-core" members 
of the full-year VLSI design class, all of whom have already done projects in the 
fall quarter. The design effort is being led by seven of our most experienced chip 
designers. The class has been broken into four groups, each group led by two 
experienced designers: 
RAM/ROM: (Group leaders: Don Speck, Fritz Nordby) This group has developed 
designs and done extensive simulations for 2-, 3-, and 4-transistor 
dynamic RAMs. The 2T RAM cell, essentially two IT cells written 
with complementary data and sensed differentially, is both the densest 
possibility and - because it uses only one contact per bit - is likely 
to have the highest yield. The density, including decoding circuits, is 
about 400).2 per bit. For this RAM we are aiming for medium speed, 
approximately 10 MHz operation at 3Jlm feature size, and relatively 
low (dynamic) power consumption. 
Channels: (Group leaders: Steve Rabin, Chuck Seitz) The channels group has 
had to start at a higher level of design than the other groups, in 
that it was decided for architectural reasons that the Mosaic C chan-
nels should be substantially different from the Mosaic A channels. 
The channels designed are memory mapped: they appear to the pro-
grammer as special storage locations. Each channel is bidirectional, 
synchronous, and bit serial, with one wire in each direction. Unlike 
the Mosaic A channels, the wires are always driven. The flow control 
unit (flit) is one Mosaic word, and there are two virtual channels per 
physical channel. Each transmission starts with a lead bit, followed 
by a bit to distinguish a message from an acknowledge, and followed 
by a bit to specify the virtual channel. If the transmission is a mes-
sage rather than an acknowledge, this preamble is followed by a tail 
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bit, one or more programmable control bits, and 16 bits of data. The 
channel interface also includes a hardware assist for wormhole and 
cut-through routing. 
Datapath: (Group leaders: Wen-King Su, Chuck Seitz) The processor datapath 
has the same general floorplan as that in the Mosaic B, but in SCMOS 
rather than nMOS, it quite different in its logical design and layout. 
The bit pitch is a generous 60>', so that the 16-bit datapath is 960>. 
high. At this bit pitch the datapath is approximately 2500>' wide. 
The datapath employs a number of very nice logic tricks, including 
a double-rail carry chain to allow the precharged shift network to be 
cascaded with the precharged adder. Since the Mosaic C processor is 
a "two-sequence" machine, it has two program counters and two sets 
of registers. 
Microcode: (Group leaders: Bill Athas, Lounette Dyer) The microcode group 
is using the Mosaic B microcode as a model, and have devoted their 
initial efforts to developing simulators to be able to test the somewhat 
more complex microcode to operate the Mosaic C. 
We expect to finish all of the Mosaic C parts by June, and plan to fabricate the 
processor, RAM & ROM, and channel sections independently before combining 
them onto one chip. 
4.4 SCMOS Pad Designs 
Fritz Nordby, Chuck Seitz 
All SCMOS chip projects need pads. The designs available six months ago, de-
veloped at MIT, were perceived as deficient in several respects, including inadequate 
or misdirected static protection structures, improperly sized output transistors, and 
over-large real estate requirements. A new set of SCMOS pads was designed to fill 
a perceived need. 
The first versions of these pads were designed for 3.0Jl.m SCMOS. These pads 
employ a polysilicon resistor for input protection, and output transistors sized to 
drive a lOnH lead inductance into a 50pF load without ringing. These pads have 
been fabricated both in a test configuration and in a larger chip (the TRC). The 
pads function properly in both cases; their performance is now being characterized, 
and will be used to evaluate possible design changes. 
In addition to the 3.0Jl.m pads, a set of pads were developed for what Ms. Mosis 
refers to as "1.2 micron" SCMOS, that is, the technology for which>' = 0.7Jl.m. In 
this case, the primary concern was to reduce the pad pitch to avoid wasting chip 
area in pad-limited designs. The pads can be arranged in two rows with staggered 
pad centers, a pattern fairly commonly used in industry. Also, a different static 
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protection strategy was employed in this design, since the space available to these 
structures is considerably smaller than in the case of a single row of pads. These 
pads are currently being fabricated as part of the 1.4J.Lm (sorry, 1.2J.Lm) version of 
the TRC. 
4.5 Compiling Programs into Self-timed VLSI Circuits 
Steve Burns, Ala£n J. Martin, Kev£n Van Horn 
As previously reported, we are developing a method for deriving self-timed VLSI 
circuits from a high-level description of a computation - a set of communicating 
processes. An overview of the method can now be found in: A J Martin, "Com-
piling communicating processes into delay-insensitive VLSI circuits", Journal of 
Distributed Computing, vol.1, no.3, 1986, a preprint of which is reproduced in the 
appendix to this report. 
Recently we have found a solution to the delay-insensitive fair arbiter problem 
that is simpler than the one described in [5193:TR:85]. This new solution also 
presents the important advantage of being readily extensible to an arbitrary number 
of requesting processes. The solution can be found in [5219:TR:86]. 
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Abstract 
The torus routing chip (TRC) is a self-timed chip that performs deadlock-free cut-through 
routing in k-ary n-cube multiprocessor interconnection networks using a new method of 
deadlock avoidance called virtual channels. A prototype TRC with byte wide self-timed 
communication channels achieved on first silicon a throughput of 64Mbits/s in each dimen-
sion, about an order of magnitude better performance than the communication networks 
used by machines such as the Caltech Cosmic Cube or Intel iPSC. The latency of the 
cut-through routing of only 150ns per routing step largely eliminates message locality con-
siderations in the concurrent programs for such machines. The design and testing of the 
TRC as a self-timed chip was no more difficult than it would have been for a synchronous 
chip. 
The research described in this paper was sponsored in part by the Defense Advanced Research 
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fellowship. 
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1 Introduction 
Message-passing concurrent computers such as the Cal tech Cosmic Cube [13] and Intel iPSC 
[6] consist of many processing nodes that interact by sending messages over communication 
channels between the nodes. We designed the torus routing chip (TRC) as a building 
block to construct high-throughput, low-latency k-ary n-cube interconnection networks for 
message-passing concurrent computers. 
The TRC is a self-timed VLSI circuit that provides deadlock-free packet communications in 
k-ary n-cube (torus) networks [12] with up to k = 256 processors in each dimension. While 
intended primarily for n = 2-dimensional networks, the chips can be cascaded to handle 
n-dimensional networks using r j 1 TRC chips at each processing node. A prototype TRC 
has been laid out, fabricated, and tested. 
Even if only two dimensions are used, the TRC can be used to construct concurrent comput-
ers with up to 216 nodes. It would be very difficult to distribute a global clock over an array 
of this size [41. To avoid this problem, the TRC is entirely self-timed [11], thus permitting 
each processing node to operate at its own rate with no need for global synchronization. 
Synchronization, when required, is performed by arbiters in the TRC. 
To reduce the latency of communications that traverse more than one channel, the TRC 
uses cut-through [7] routing rather than store-and-forward Touting. Instead of reading an 
entire packet into a processing node before starting transmission to the next node, the TRC 
forwards each byte of the packet to the next node as soon as it arrives. Cut-through routing 
thus results in a message latency that is the sum of two terms, one of which depends on the 
message length, L, and other of which depends on the number of communication channels 
traversed, D. Store-and-forward routing gives a latency that depends on the product of L 
and D. Another advantage of cut-through routing is that communications do not use up the 
memory bandwidth of intermediate nodes. A packet does not interact with the processor 
or memory of intermediate nodes along its route. Packets remain strictly within the TRC 
network until they reach their destination. 
The TRC uses virtual channe18 to perform deadlock-free routing in torus networks. By 
splitting each physical channel into two virtual channels and making routing dependent 
on the virtual channel on which a message arrives, the TRC converts the cycle of channel 
dependencies in each dimension into a spiral. 
This paper describes the considerations that went into the design of the TRC in a "top-
down" order that starts with a formal discussion of the deadlock problem in Section 2. We 
develop a model of communications in multiprocessor interconnection networks and prove 
a strong theorem about deadlock. Based on this model, the concept of virtual channels is 
presented in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present the design of the TRC at the system and 
logical levels. Experimental results are reviewed in Section 6. 
2 Deadlock-Free Routing 
Deadlock in the interconnection network of a concurrent computer occurs when no message 
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Figure 1: Deadlock in a 4-Cycle 
can advance toward its destination because the queues of the message system are full [8]. 
Consider the example shown in Figure 1. The queues of each node in the 4-cycle are 
filled with messages destined for the opposite node. No message can advance toward its 
destination; thus the cycle is deadlocked. In this locked state, no communication can occur 
over the deadlocked channels until exceptional action is taken to break the deadlock. 
The technique of virtual channels allows deadlock-free routing to be performed in any 
strongly-connected interconnection network [2]. This technique involves splitting physical 
channels on cycles into multiple virtual channels and then restricting the routing so the 
dependence between the virtual channels is acyclic. 
Definition 1 A flow control digit or flit is the smallest unit of information that a queue or 
channel can accept or refuse. Generally a packet consists of many flits. Each packet carries 
its own routing information. 
We have adopted this complication of standard terminology to distinguish between those 
flow control units that always include routing information - viz. packets - and those lower 
level flow control units that do not - viz. flits. The literature on computer networks [16] has 
been able to avoid this distinction between packets and flits because most networks include 
routing information with every flow control unit; thus the flow control units are packets. 
That is not the case in the interconnection networks used by message-passing concurrent 
computers such as the Caltech Cosmic Cube [13]. 
We assume the following: 
1. Every packet arriving at its destination node is eventually consumed. 
2 
2. A node can generate packets destined for any other node. 
3. The route taken by a packet is determined only by its destination, and not by other 
traffic in the network. 
4. A node can generate packets of arbitrary length. Packets will generally be longer than 
a single flit. 
5. Once a queue accepts the first flit of a packet, it must accept the remainder of the 
packet before accepting any flits from another packet. 
6. An available queue may arbitrate between packets that request that queue space, but 
may not choose amongst waiting packets. 
7. Nodes can produce packets at any rate subject to the constraint of available queue 
space (source queued). 
The following definitions develop a notation for describing networks, routing functions, and 
configurations. 
Definition 2 An interconnection network, I, is a strongly connected directed graph, I = 
G (N, C). The vertices of the graph, N, represent the set of processing nodes. The edges of 
the graph, C, represent the set of communication channels. Associated with each channel, 
Ci, is a queue with capacity cap(ci). The source node of channel Ci is denoted s. and the 
destination node d;. 
Definition 3 A routing function R : C X N 1-+ C maps the current channel, ce , and des-
tination node, Rd, to the next channel, cn , on the route from Ce to Rd, R(ce , Rd) = cn . A 
channel is not allowed to route to itself, Ce i= cn • Note that this definition restricts the 
routing to be memory less in the sense that a packet arriving on channel Ce destined for Rd 
has no memory of the route that brought it to ce • However, this formulation of routing as a 
function from C x N to C has more memory than the conventional definition of routing as 
a function from N X N to C. Making routing dependent on the current channel rather than 
the current node allows us to develop the idea of channel dependence. Observe also that 
the definition of R precludes the route from being dependent on the presence or absence 
of other traffic in the network. R describes strictly deterministic and non-adaptive routing 
functions. 
Definition 4 A channel dependency graph, D, for a given interconnection network, I, and 
routing function, R, is a directed graph, D = G(C, E). The vertices of D are the channels 
of I. The edges of D, are the pairs of channels connected by R: 
E = {(CO, cj)!R(co, R) = Cj for some R EN}. (1) 
Since channels are not allowed to route to themselves, there are no 1-cycles in D. 
Definition 5 A configuration is an assignment of a subset of N to each queue. The number 
of flits in the queue for channel c. will be denoted size(c.). lithe queue for channel c. contains 
a flit destined for node Rd, then member( Rd, c.) is true. A configuration is legal if 
3 
(2) 
Definition 6 A deadlocked configuration for a routing function, R, is a non-empty legal 
configuration of channel queues such that 
Vc; E C, ("In 3 member(n, c;), n =j:. d; and Cj = R(c;, n) => size(cj) = cap(cj)) (3) 
In this configuration no flit is one step from its destination, and no flit can advance be-
cause the queue for the next channel is full. A routing function, R, is deadlock-free on an 
interconnection network, I, if no deadlock configuration exists for that function on that 
network. 
Theorem 1 A routing function, R, for an interconnection network, I, is deadlock-free iff 
there are no cycles in the channel dependency graph, D. 
Proof: 
=> Suppose a network has a cycle in D. Since there are no 1-cycles in D, this cycle must 
be of length two or more. Thus one can construct a deadlocked configuration by filling the 
queues of each channel in the cycle with flits destined for a node two channels away, where 
the first channel of the route is along the cycle. 
<= Suppose a network has no cycles in D. Since D is acyclic one can assign a total order 
to the channels of C so that if (c;, Cj) E E then C; > Cj. Consider the least channel in this 
order with a full queue, C/. Every channel, Cn , that CI feeds is less than CI, and thus does 
not have a full queue. Thus, no flit in the queue for C, is blocked, and one does not have 
deadlock .• 
3 Virtual Channels 
Now that we have established this if-and-only-if relationship between deadlock and the 
cycles in the channel dependency graph, we can approach the problem of making a network 
deadlock-free by breaking the cycles. We can break such cycles by splitting each physical 
channel along a cycle into a group of virtual channels. Each group of virtual channels shares 
a physical communication channel; however, each virtual channel requires its own queue. 
Consider for example the case of a unidirectional four-cycle shown in Figure 2A, N = 
{no, ... , ns}, C = {co, ... , cs}. The interconnection graph I is shown on the left and the 
dependency graph D is shown on the right. We pick channel Co to be the dividing channel 
of the cycle and split each channel into high virtual channels, ClO, ••. ,C13, and low virtual 
channels, Coo, ... ,C03, as shown in Figure 2B. 
Packets at a node numbered less than their destination node are routed on the high channels, 
and packets at a node numbered greater than their destination node are routed on the low 
channels. Channel Coo is not used. We now have a total ordering of the virtual channels 
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Figure 2: Breaking Deadlock with Virtual Channels 
according to their subscripts: Cl3 > cn > Cll > ClO > C03 > C02 > COl. Thus, there is 
no cycle in D, and the routing function is deadlock-free. In [2] this technique is applied 
to construct deadlock-free routing functions for k-ary n-cubes, cube-connected cycles, and 
shuffle-exchange networks. In each case virtual channels are added to the network and the 
routing is restricted to route packets in order of decreasing channel subscripts. In the next 
two sections, the routing function for k-ary n-cubes is developed into a chip. 
Many deadlock-free routing algorithms have been developed for store-and-forward computer 
communications networks [5]. These algorithms are all based on the concept of a structured 
buffer pool. The packet buffers in each node of the network are partitioned into classes, and 
the assignment of buffers to packets is restricted to define a partial order on buffer classes. 
The structured buffer pool method has in common with the virtual channel method that 
both prevent deadlock by assigning a partial order to resources. The two methods differ 
in that the structured buffer pool approach restricts the assignment of buffers to packets 
while the virtual channel approach restricts the routing of messages. Either method can 
be applied to store-and-forward networks, but the structured buffer pool approach is not 
directly applicable to cut-through networks, since the flits of a packet cannot be interleaved. 
4 System Design 
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Figure 3: A Dimension 4 Node 
The torus routing chip (TRC) can be used to construct arbitrary k-ary n-cube interconnec-
tion networks. Each TRC routes packets in two dimensions, and the chips are cascadable 
as shown in Figure 3 to construct networks of dimension greater than two. The first TRC 
in each node routes packets in the first two dimensions and strips off their address bytes 
before passing them to the second TRC. This next chip then treats the next two bytes as 
addresses in the next two dimensions and routes packets accordingly. The network can be 
extended to any number of dimensions. 
A block diagram of a two-dimensional message-passing concurrent computer constructed 
around the TRC is shown in Figure 4. Each node consists of a processor, its local memory, 
and a TRC. Each TRC in the torus is connected to its processor by a processor input channel 
and a processor output channel. Connections on the edges of the torus wrap around to the 
opposite edge. One can avoid the long end-around connection by folding the torus, as shown 
in Figure 5. 
A flit in the TRC is a byte whose 8 bits are transmitted in parallel. The X and Y channels 
each consist of 8 data lines and 4 control lines. The 4 control lines are used for separate 
request/acknowledge signal pairs for each of two virtual channels. The processor channels 
are also 8 bits wide, but have only two control lines each. 
The packet format is shown in Figure 6. A packet begins with two address bytes. The bytes 
contain the relative X and Y addresses of the destination node. The relative address in a 
given direction, say X, is a count of the number of channels that must be traversed in the 
X direction to reach a node with the same X address as the destination. After the address 
comes the data field of the packet. This field may contain any number of non-zero data 
bytes. The packet is terminated by a zero tail byte. Later versions of the TRC may use an 
extra bit to tag the tail of a packet, and might also include error checking. 
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The TRC network routes packets first in the X direction, then in the Y direction. Packets 
are routed in the direction of decreasing address, decrementing the relative address at each 
step. When the relative X address is decremented to zero, the packet has reached the correct 
X coordinate. The X address is then stripped from the packet, and routing is initiated in 
the Y dimension. When the Y address is decremented to zero, the packet has reached the 
destination node. The Y address is then stripped from the packet, and the data and tail 
bytes are delivered to the node . 
Each of the X and Y physical channels is multiplexed into two virtual channels. In each 
dimension packets begin on virtual channel 1. A packet remains on virtual channel I until 
it reaches its destination or address zero in the direction of routing. After a packet crosses 
address zero it is routed on virtual channel o. The address 0 origin of the torus network in 
X and Y is determined by two input pins on the TRC. The effect of this routing algorithm 
is to break the channel dependency cycle in each dimension into a two-turn spiral similar 
to that shown in Figure 2. Packets enter the spiral on the outside turn and reach the inside 
turn only after passing through address zero . 
Each virtual channel in the TRC uses the 2-cycle signaling convention shown in Figure 7. 
Each virtual channel has its own request (R) and acknowledge (A) lines. When R = A , 
the receiver is ready for the next flit (byte) . To transfer information, the sender waits for 
R = A, takes control of the data lines, places data on the data lines, toggles the R line , and 
releases the data lines. The receiver samples data on each transition of R line. When the 
receiver is ready for the next byte, it toggles the A line . 
The protocol allows both virtual channels to have requests pending. The sending end does 
not wait for any action from the receiver before releasing the channel. Thus, the other 
virtual channel will never wait longer than the data transmission time to gain access to 
the channel. Since a virtual channel always releases the physical channel after transmitting 
each byte, the arbitration is fair. IT both channels are always ready, they will alternate 
bytes on the physical channel. 
Consider the example shown in Figure 8. Virtual channel Xl gains control of the physical 
channel, transmits one byte of information, and releases the channel. Before this informa-
tion is acknowledged, channel XO takes control of the channel and transmits two bytes of 
information. Then Xl, having by then been acknowledged , takes the channel again . 
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As shown in Figure 9, the TRC consists of five input controllers, a five by five crossbar 
switch, five output queues, and two output multiplexers. There is one input controller and 
one output controller for each virtual channel. The output multiplexers serve to multiplex 
two virtual channels onto a single physical channel. 
The input controller is responsible for packet routing. When a packet header arrives, the 
input controller selects the output channel, adjusts the header by decrementing and some-
times stripping the byte, and then passes all bytes to the crossbar switch until the tail byte 
is detected. 
The input controller, shown in Figure 10, consists of a datapath and a self-timed state 
machine. The datapath contains a latch, a zero checker, and a decrementer. A state 
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Figure 10: Input Controller Block Diagram 
latch, logic array, and control logic comprise the state machine. When the request line 
for the channel is toggled, data is latched, and the zero checker is enabled. When the 
zero checker makes a decision, the logic array is enabled to determine the next state, the 
selected crossbar channel, and whether to strip, decrement, or pass the current byte. When 
the required operation has been completed, possibly requiring a round trip through the 
crossbar, the state and selected channel are saved in cross-coupled multi-flops and the logic 
array is precharged. 
The input controller and all other internal logic· operates using a 4-cycle self-timed signaling 
convention [11]. One function of the state machine control logic is to convert the external 
2-cycle signaling convention into the on-chip 4-cycle signaling convention. The signaling 
convention is converted back to 2-cycle at the output pads. 
The crossbar switch performs the switching and arbitration required to connect the five 
input controllers to the five output queues. A single crosspoint of the switch is shown in 
Figure 11. A two-input interlock (mutual-exclusion) element in each crosspoint arbitrates 
requests from the current input channel (row) with requests from all lower channels (rows). 
The interlock elements are connected in a priority chain so that an input channel must win 
the arbitration in the current row and all higher rows before gaining access to the output 
channel (column). 
The output queues buffer data from the crossbar switch for output. The queues are each of 
length four. While a shorter queue would suffice to decouple input and output timing, the 
longer queue also serves to smooth out the variation in delays due to channel conflicts. 
Each output multiplexer performs arbitration and switching for the virtual channels that 
share a common physical channel. As shown in Figure 12, a small self-timed state machine 
sequences the events of placing the data on the output pads, asserting request, and removing 
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Figure 11: Crosspoint of the Crossbar Switch 
the output data. An interlock element is used to resolve conflicts between channels for the 
data pads. 
To interface the on-chip equipotential region to the off-chip equipotential region that con-
nects adjacent chips, self-timed output pads (Figure 7.22 in [11]) are used. A Schmidt 
Trigger and exclusive-OR gate in each of these pads signals the state machine when the pad 
is finished driving the output. These completion signals are used to assure that the data 
pads are valid before the request is asserted and that the request is valid before the data is 
removed from the pads and the channel released. 
6 Experimental Results 
The design of the TRC began in August 1985. The chip was completely designed and 
simulated at the transistor level before any layout was performed. The circuit design was 
described using CNTK, a language embedded in C [3], and was simulated using MOSSIM 
[1]. A subtle error in the self-timed controllers was discovered at the circuit level before 
any time-consuming layout was performed. Once the circuit design was verified, the TRC 
was laid out in the new MOSIS scalable CMOS technology [17] using the Magic system 
[10]. A second circuit description was generated from the artwork and six layout errors 
were discovered by simulation of the extracted circuit. The verified layout was submitted 
to MOSIS for fabrication in September 1985. 
The first batch of chips was completed the first week of December but failed to function 
because of fabrication errors. A second run of chips (same design), returned the second 
week of December, contained some fully functional chips. 
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Performance measurements on the chips are shown in Figure 14. To measure the maximum 
channel rate, the output request and acknowledge lines were tied together, and the input 
acknowledge was inverted and fed back into input request. In this configuration the chip 
runs at a maximum speed, shown in Figure 14A, of ~4MHz. This sluggish performance, 
about one fifth of what we expected, was traced to an overlooked critical path in the input 
controller. The chip still functioned correctly thanks to the self-timing. 
The delays from input request to output request and input acknowledge, shown in Fig-
ure 14B, are 150ns and 250ns respectively. Data propagation time from input to output 
(not shown) was measured to be 60ns for both rising and falling edges. Thus data is set up 
90ns ahead of the output request. Data hold time, shown in Figure 14C, is 20ns. 
Tau model calculations suggest that a redesigned TRC should operate at 20MHz and have 
an input to output delay of 50ns. The redesign will involve decoupling the timing of the 
input controller by placing single stage queues between the input pads and input controller 
and between the input controller and the crossbar switch. The input controller will be 
modified to speed up critical paths. 
7 Conclusion 
This work was motivated by the ongoing design and implementation of experimental con-
current computers at Caltech and the investigation [15] of interconnection networks for 
these machines. A strong argument for a binary n-cube interconnection was the existence 
of the e-cube algorithm [9] for deadlock-free packet routing. Until the development of vir-
tual channels, we knew of no comparable algorithm for cubes of higher arity. The TRC 
demonstrates the use of virtual channels to provide deadlock-free packet routing in k-ary 
n-cube multiprocessor communication networks. 
Communication between nodes of a message-passing concurrent computer need not be 
slower than the communication between the processor and memory of a conventional sequen-
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tial computer. By using byte-wide datapaths and cut-through routing, the TRC provides 
node-to-node communication times that approach main memory access times of sequential 
computers. Communications across the diameter of a network, however, require substan-
tially longer than a memory access time. 
In spite of our past success in building machines using binary n-cube interconnection net-
works, there are some compelling reasons to experiment with machines using a torus net-
work. First, the torus is easier to wire. Any network topology must be embedded in the 
plane for implementation. The torus maps naturally into the plane with all wires the same 
length; the cube maps into the plane in a less uniform way. Second, the torus more evenly 
distributes load to communication channels. When a cube is embedded in the plane, a satu-
rated communication channel may run parallel to an idle channel. In the torus, by grouping 
these channels together to make fewer but higher bandwidth channels, the saturated channel 
can use all of the idle channel's capacity. 
Compare, for example, a 256-node binary 8-cube with a 256-node 16-ary 2-cube (16 x 16 
torus) constructed with the same bisection width. If the 8-cube uses single bit communi-
cation channels, 256 wires will pass through a bisection of the cube, 128 in each direction. 
Thus, with the same amount of wire we can construct a torus with 8-bit wide communi-
cation channels. Assuming the channels operate at the same rate 1, by choosing the torus 
network we trade a 4-fold increase in diameter (from 8 to 32) for a 8-fold increase in channel 
throughput. In general, for a N = 2" node computer we trade a 2v;:r increase in diameter 
for a -L[!- increase in channel throughput. 
We plan to use the TRC and its successors in future experimental concurrent computers. 
Our first machine will use the TRC along with commercial microprocessors and memory 
parts to construct a 2-dimensional torus of several hundred processors. In 3j.'m scalable 
CMOS technology the TRC measures 4.5mm x 6.5mm with pads. After scaling to 1.6J..Lm 
technology there will room on a single die to combine both the TRC and a simple processor. 
With further scaling some of the processor's local memory may be moved on-chip. 
The TRC serves as still another counterexample to the myth that self-timed systems are 
more complex than synchronous systems. The design of the TRC is not significantly more 
complex than a synchronous design that performs the same function. As for speed, the 
TRC will certainly be faster than a synchronous chip since each chip can operate at its full 
speed with no danger of timing errors. A synchronous chip is generally operated at a slower 
speed that reflects the timing of a worst-case chip and adds a timing margin. 
The real challenge in concurrent computing is software. The development of concurrent 
software is strongly influenced by available concurrent hardware. We hope that by providing 
machines with higher performance internode communication we will encourage concurrency 
to be exploited at a finer grain size in both system and application software. 
lThis assumption favors the cube since some of its channels are quite long while the torus channels are 
uniformly short. 
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1. Introduction 
If VLSI is an adequate technology to implement highly concurrent computations [7], 
it should be possible to apply to VLSI the already well-established design methods for dis-
tributed programming. Ideally, a distributed computation should be described in a notation 
that can be compiled into a VLSI-circuit as well into code for a stored-program computer. 
The method described in this paper is a step in that direction. At the moment, the term 
"compiling" means a "systematic, semantics-preserving transformation". The ultimate goal 
of the transformation being carried out automatically has not yet been achieved, although 
we believe that it is not remote. 
In the method we propose, the computation is initially described as a set of communi-
cating processes in the notation of [3], which is somewhat similar to C.A.R. Hoare's CSP [2]. 
This first description is the reference solution, which has to be proved correct. The program 
is then compiled into a delay-insensitive circuit by applying a series of semantics-preserving 
transformations. Hence the circuit obtained is correct by construction: all semantic prop-
erties that can be proved of the program hold for the circuit as well. 
Following [11], a circuit is called delay-insensitive when its correct operation is inde-
pendent of any assumption on delays in operators and wires, except that the delays are 
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finite. Consequently, such circuits do not use a clock signal: sequencing is enforced entirely 
by communication mechanisms. Delay-insensitive circuits have been known and used for 
their elegance, versatility, and robustness, which result from the ideal separation of concerns 
they provide between the mathematical and physical aspects of circuit design. 
The first modern survey on the topic is [10], where such circuits are called self-timed. A 
different approach-the macro-module approach-is described in [8]. Closer to our method 
is the recent work at Eindhoven University of Technology, a good survey of which is [9]. 
A circuit is a network of elementary operators (and, or, C-element, arbiter, synchro-
nizer, wire, fork). The specification of an operator is a so-called production rule set, where 
a production rule is a "weaker" form of guarded command, and a production rule set a 
"weaker" form of repetition. The compilation relies essentially on the four-phase (also called 
four-cycle) handshaking expansion of the communications. After expansion, the program 
of each process is compiled into a production rule set from which all explicit sequencing has 
been removed. By matching those production rules to those describing the operators, the 
programs are identified with networks of operators. 
The method has already been applied to a whole spectrum of problems, some of them, 
such as distributed mutual exclusion [4], and fair arbitration [5], being quite difficult. The 
results are beyond our original expectations. For many circuits, especially complex ones, 
the compiled circuits are superior to their "hand-designed" counterparts, which are often 
more complex and not entirely delay-insensitive. 
We first present the program notation and the VLSI operators that constitute the 
"object code". We then describe the four steps of the compilation and illustrate the method 
with a number of simple examples. 
2. The program notation 
Sequential part 
For the sequential part of the algorithm, we use a subset of Edsger W. Dijkstra's guarded 
command language [1], with a slightly different syntax. In this introductory paper we give 
only a very informal definition of the semantics of the constructs used. 
i) b i stands for b := true, b ~ stands for b := false. 
ii) The execution of the selection command [G 1 -'-+ 8 1 I ... I G n --+ 8 n j, where G1 through 
G n are Boolean expressions, and 8 1 through 8 n are program parts, (G i is called a 
"guard", and Gi --+ 8i a "guarded command") amounts to the execution of an arbitrary 
8i for which Gi holds. If -,(G1 V ., . V G n ) holds, the execution of the command is 
suspended until (G1 V ... v G n ) holds. v 
iii) For atomic actions x and y, "x, y" stands for the execution of x and y in any order. 
iv) [Gj where G is a Boolean, stands for [G --+ skip], and thus for "wait until G holds". 
(Hence, "[Gl; 8"and [G --+ 8j are equivalent.) 
v) * [8j stands for "repeat 8 forever" . 
vi) From ii) and iii), the operational description of the statement 
*[[G 1 --+ 8 1 I .. , I Gn --+ 8 n ll is "repeat forever: wait until some Gi holds; execute an 
8i for which G i holds". 
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Conununicating processes 
A concurrent computation is described as a set of processes composed by the usual parallel 
composition operator II. Processes communicate with each other by communication actions 
on channel; they do not share variables. When no messages are transmitted, communication 
on a channel is reduced to synchronization signals. The name of the channel is then sufficient 
for identifying a communication action. 
If two processes pI and p2 share a channel named X in pI and Y in p2, at any time 
the number of completed X -actions in pI equals the number of completed Y -actions in 
p2. In other words, the completion of the n-th X-action "coincides" with the completion 
of the n-th Y -action. If, for example, pI reaches the n-th X-action before p2 reaches the 
n-th Y -action, the completion of X is suspended until p2 reaches Y. The X-action is then 
said to be pending. When thereafter p2 reaches Y, both X and Y are completed. The 
predicate "X is pending" is denoted qX. If, for an arbitrary command A, cA denotes the 
number of completed A-actions, the semantics of a pair (X, Y) of communication commands 
is expressed by the two axioms: 
Probe 
cX=cY 
-,qX V -,qY. 
(AI) 
(A2) 
Instead of the usual selection mechanism by which a set of pending communication actions 
can be selected for execution, we provide a general Boolean command on channels, called 
the probe. The definition of the probe given in [3] states that in process pI, the probe 
command X has the same value as qY. Here, we use a weaker definition, namely: 
where oP means P holds eventually. 
X=>qY 
qY => oX, 
Hence the guarded command X --+ X guarantees that the X-action is not suspended. 
And a construct of the form [X --+ X I Y --+ Y] can be used for selection. (For a more 
rigorous definition of the communication mechanism and the probe, see [3].) 
3. The "Object Code" 
The set of operators with which we want to build our circuits is not umque. In this 
introduction, we will use the simple set consisting of and, or, C-element, wire, and fork. 
We believe that this simple set extended with an arbiter and a synchronizer is sufficient 
for compiling any program. Each operator is described by a set of production rules. A 
production rule is similar to a guarded command, and we shall therefore use a similar 
syntax. There are, however, important semantic differences. Consider the production rule 
G f-+ S: 
• S is either a simple assignment or of the form "sl, s2" where sl and 82 are each a 
simple assignment. 
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• If G holds, the correct execution of S is guaranteed only if G remains invariantly true 
until the completion of S. We say that G must be stable. 
• Unlike the guarded commands of a selection or a repetition, the mutual exclusion 
among the different production rules of a set is not guaranteed automatically. It has 
to be enforced by the semantics of the program. 
• If stability of the guards and mutual exclusion among guards are guaranteed, the 
production rule set P RS is semantically equivalent to the repetition *[[GCSj], where 
GCS is the guarded command set syntactically identical to P RS. 
The description of the five operators used in this paper in terms of their production 
rules and their logic symbols are as follows. 
The C-element: 
The "and": 
The "or": 
(x, y) C z == x /\ y ~ z i 
...,x /\""y ~ z L. 
(x, y) 6. z == x /\ Y ~ z i 
...,x v""y ~ z L. 
(x, y) y z == x V y ~ z i 
""x /\""y ~ z L. 
)( 
y ~ 
The wire: 
The fork: 
xwy==x~yi 
...,x ~ YL. 
x L (y, z) == x ~ y i, z i 
...,x ~ y L,z L. 
~ 
X ,. 
Ik 
Any input or output variable of an operator may be negated. In particular, a wire with 
its input or its output negated-but not both-is an inverter. A negated input or output 
is represented in the figures by a small circle on the corresponding line. 
4. The Compilation Method 
Process Decomposition 
The first step of the compilation, called "process decomposition", consists in replacing a 
process by several semantically equivalent processes. The purpose of the decomposition 
is to obtain a process representation of the program in which the right-hand side of each 
4 
'j 
Y 
""' 
guarded command is a straight-line program, i.e. consists only of simple assignments and 
communication commands, composed by semi-colons and commas. 
Decomposition rule: A process P containing an arbitrary program part 8 is semantically 
equivalent to two processes PI and P2, where PI is derived from P by replacing 8 by a 
communication action C on the newly introduced channel (C, D) between PI and P2, and 
P2 == *[[D - 8; D]]. 
Observe that the above decomposition does not introduce concurrency. Although PI 
and P2 are potentially concurrent processes, they are never active concurrently: P2 is 
activated from PI, much as a procedure or a coroutine would be. The only purpose of this 
transformation is to simplify the structure of each command. As an example, consider the 
process: 
Applying the decomposition rule, P is replaced by the two processes PI and P2. 
Channel (C, D) is introduced between PI and P2. 
PI - *[[ ... A; C; ... J] 
P2 - *[[DI\Bl -81;D 
I D 1\ B2 - 8 2 ; D 
ll· 
Observe that the newly created processes PI and P2 may share variables. Since the 
processes are never active concurrently, there is no conflicting access to the shared variables. 
Process decomposition is applied repeatedly until the right-hand side of each guarded com-
mand is a straight-line program. 
Handshaking Expansion 
The implementation of communication, called "handshaking expansion", replaces each 
channel by a pair of wire-operators and each communication action by its implementation. 
Channel (X, Y) is implemented by the two wires (xo w yi) and (yo w xi). 
If X' belongs to process pI and Y to process p2, xo and xi belong to pI, and yo and 
yi belong to p2. Initially, xo, xi, yo, and yi-which we will call the "handshaking variables 
of (X, Y)"-are false. Assume that the program has been proved to be deadlock-free and 
that we can identify a pair of matching actions X and Y in pI and p2 respectively. We 
replace X and Y by the sequences Uz and U" respectively, with: 
Uz == xo j; [xi] 
U" == [Yi]; yoj. 
The formal proof that Uz and U" fulfil axioms Al and A2 is omitted. The following is 
an informal argument that relies on a definition of completion of an action different from 
the usual one. Since the argument is not essential to the comprehension of the method, it 
may be skipped at first reading. 
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Assume that we know what the initiation and termination of an atomic action mean. 
A non-atomic action is initiated when its first atomic action is initiated. A non-atomic 
action is terminated when its last atomic action is terminated. 
A non-atomic action is said to be completed when it is initiated and it is guaranteed 
to terminate. 
(An atomic action is completed when it is terminated.) Between initiation and com-
pletion, an action is suspended. 
Obviously, Uz and UfJ are guaranteed to terminate if and only if they are both initiated, 
which establishes Al and A2. 
It is essential to observe that these definitions of completion and suspension are valid 
because they satisfy the semantic properties of completion and suspension that are used in 
correctness arguments, namely: 
{eX = x} X {eX = x + I} 
qX ~ pre(X) 
where pre (X) is any precondition of X in terms of the program variables and auxiliary 
program variables. 
(This completes the argument.) 
Unfortunately, when the communication terminates, all handshaking variables are 
true. Hence, we cannot implement the next communication with Uz and UfJ. However, 
the complementary implementation can be used for the next matching pair, namely: 
D z == xo 1; [-'xi] 
DfJ == [-.yi]; yolo 
The solution consisting in alternating Uz and D z as an implementation of X, and UfJ 
and DfJ as an implementation of Y is essentially the so-called "two-phase handshaking" , 
or "two-cycle signaling". However, it is in general not possible to determine syntactically 
which X- or Y -actions are following each other in an execution. In general, two-phase 
handshaking implementations require testing the current value of the variables. In this 
paper, we shall use a simpler but less efficient solution known as "four-phase handshaking" , 
or "four-cycle signaling" . 
In a four-phase handshaking protocol, all X-actions are implemented as "Uzi D z" and 
all Y-actions as "UfJ ; D fJ". Observe that the D-parts in X and Y introduce an extra commu-
nication between the two processes whose only purpose is to reset all variables to false. The 
synchronization introduced by this extra communication is unnoticeable since the immedi-
ately preceding communication implemented by Uz and UfJ sees to it that both processes 
reach a matching Dz and DfJ "at the same time". 
Both protocols have the property that for a matching pair (X, Y) of actions, the im-
plementation is not symmetrical in X and Y. One action is called active and the other one 
paS81ve. The four-phase implementation with X active and Y passive is: 
X == xo ji [xiIi xo 1i [-.xi] (1) 
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Y == [yiJi yo ji [.yiJ; yo 1 (2) 
When no action of a matching pair is probed, the choice of which one should be active 
and which one passive is arbitrary, but a choice has to be made. The choice can be important 
for the composition of identical circuits. A simple rule is that for a given channel (X, Y), 
all actions at one side are active and all actions at the other side passive. If X is used, 
all X-actions are passive--with the obvious restriction that Y cannot be used in the same 
program. 
The implementation of the probe is simply: 
X== xi 
Y == yi 
(3) 
Given our definition of suspension, the proof that this implementation of the probe fulfils 
the definition of Section 2 is straightforward and is omitted. 
A probed communication action X -+ ... X is implemented: 
xi -+ ... xo ji [.xiJi xo 1. 
Basic properties 
The following properties of the handshaking protocol play an important role in the compi-
lation method. 
Property 1: For the pair of wires (xo w yi) and (yo 1Q.xi), used together as in (1) and (2), 
and all variables false initially, the following sequence of transitions is guaranteed to occur 
if the system is deadlock-free: 
*[xo ji yi ji yo ji xiji xo 1i yi 1i yo 1i xilJ. 
Hence, the following postconditions hold: 
xo Hoxi} 
xol{o-,xi} 
yo j{o-,yi} 
(4) 
(5) 
Property 2: Consider the handshaking expansion of a program p according to (1), (2), 
and (3). Provided that the cyclic order of the four handshaking actions of a communication 
command is respected, the last two actions of this command-the two actions of Dz or D II -
can be inserted at any place in p without invalidating the semantics of the communication 
involved. However, modifying the order of these two actions relatively to other actions of p 
may introduce deadlock. 
Property 2 is a direct consequence of the way in which we have introduced the sequences 
D z and D II • We will see examples of how to use Property 2. In this paper, we will ignore 
the deadlock issue when we re-order handshaking actions. 
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First example: stack element 
Consider the simple process S, which we call a "stack element": 
S == *[L -+ R; L], 
where L and R are channels. Since L is probed, it must be passive, and if we want to 
compose S-processes together, R must be active, since it will match a passive L. The 
handshaking expansion gives: 
*[[/i]; ro i; [ri]; ro t; [-,ri]; 10 i; [-,/i]; 10 t]. (6) 
5. Production-rule expansion 
The next step is to compile the handshaking expansion of the program into a set of pro-
duction rules from which all explicit sequencing has been removed. By matching those 
production rules to those describing the semantics of operators, the programs can be iden-
tified with networks of operators. We use the compilation of S to illustrate the different 
steps of the expansion. 
We start with the production rule set syntactically derived from the program. In the 
case of S, it is the set derived from (6), namely: 
Ii t--+ ro i 
ri t--+ ro t 
-,ri t--+ 10 i 
-,Ii t--+ lot . 
The execution of a production rule is called effective if it changes the value of a variable. 
Otherwise, it is called vacuous. We ignore vacuous executions of production rules. 
For each guarded command of the program, the production rule set representation is 
semantically equivalent to the program representation if and only if the order of execution 
of effective production rules is the same as the order of the corresponding transitions in the 
program-we call it the program order. (As a clue to the reader we list the production rules 
of a set in program order.) 
In general, we have to strengthen the guards of some rules to enforce execution in pro-
gram order. This is the case in our example: Since -,ri holds initially, the third production 
rule can be executed first. It is also true for the fourth production rule; but the execution 
of the fourth rule in the initial state is vacuous. 
Because all handshaking variables of R are back to false when R is completed, we 
cannot find a guard for the transition 10 i. (Hence, the transitions following a semi-colon 
that can be identified with a semi-colon of the original program are likely to be difficult to 
deal with.) 
Direct implementation 
In order to define uniquely the state in which the transition 10 i is to take place, the first 
technique consists in introducing a state variable, say x, initially false. S becomes 
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*[[li]; ro i; [ri]; x i; [x]; ro 1; [...,ri]; Lo i; [...,Li]; xl; [...,x]; Lo 1]. 
Now, the production-rule expansion can be performed: 
""x 1\ Li ....... ro i{ori} 
ri ....... x j{x} 
x ....... ro 1 {x 1\ o...,ri} 
x 1\ ...,ri ....... 10 j{o...,/i} 
...,/i ....... x H...,x} 
...,x ....... 101. 
(7) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
(Why is the con.i.unct ...,x necessary in the first rule?) Using the postconditions indicated 
between braces-these conditions rely on (5)-, it is easy to verify that the production rules 
of the set are executed in program order. Hence, the execution of the production rule set 
is equivalent to the execution of (7). 
Re-ordering ilnplementation 
Another way to find a valid guard for 10 i is to use Property 2, to re-order the actions 
of (6). For instance, we can postpone the second half of the handshaking expansion of 5 
-i.e., the sequence ro 1; [...,ri]-until after [...,/il. We get: 
*[[lil; ro i; [ri]; 10 i; [...,Ii]; ro 1; [--,ri]; 101]. (8) 
The syntactic production rule expansion is already "program ordered": 
Ii ....... ro i 
ri ....... 10 i 
...,/i ....... ro 1 
...,ri ....... 101. 
6. Operator reduction 
The last step of the compilation, called operator reduction, consists in identifying sets 
of production rules in the program with sets of production rules describing operators. The 
program can then be identified with a set of operators. We group pairs of production rules 
that modify the same variable. 
If a given group cannot be directly identified with the production rule set of an operator, 
we perform on this group a last transformation called symmetrization: we transform the 
guards of the production rules-again under invariance of the semantics-so as to make 
them "look like" the guards of operators. In case a guard contains too many variables, 
this step may also involve decomposing a production rule into several production rules by 
introducing new internal variables. 
Consider 51 and 53. No operator corresponds to these rules. But, if we replace x by 
...,/i V x in 53, the value of the guard of 53 is not changed since Ii holds as precondition 
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of 83, and now the two production rules represent the operator (-,x,li) 6. ro . Since we 
have weakened the guard of 83, we have to check that we have not enlarged the set of 
states in which 83 can be effectively executed. No such state has been added, hence the 
transformation is safe. 
In the case of 82 and 85, no guard can be weakened. We therefore strengthen both of 
them as 
ri 1\ Ii t-+ X i 
-,ri 1\ -,/i t-+ x L 
which corresponds to the C-element (ri,Ii) ex. Observe that strengthening the guards 
in this way is always possible since the guards are mutually exclusive by construction. 
Hence it is always possible to implement a pair of guards with a C-element. Why then 
bother about weakening the guards? The answer is that introducing a disjunction is the 
only transformation leading to combinatorial operators-and, 01'--, which are usually less 
"expensive" than C-elements-a C-element is a state-holding operator. 
For the direct implementation of 8, the symmetrization of the set 81 through 86 gives: 
-,x 1\ Ii t-+ ro i 
ri 1\ Ii t-+ xi 
-,/i V x t-+ ro ~ 
x 1\ -,ri t-+ 10 i 
-,ri 1\ -,Ii t-+ x ~ 
ri V -,x t-+ 10 ~ . 
The identification with operators is now straightforward. 
(81, 83) corresponds to 
(82, 85) corresponds to 
(84, 86) corresponds to 
Isochronic forks 
(-,x, Ii) 6. roo 
(Ii, ri) ex. 
(x, -,ri) 6. 10. 
(81) 
(82) 
(83) 
(84) 
(85) 
(86) 
In the previous operator reduction, Ii is input to the C-element (Ii, ri) C x, and to the 
anc£.operator (Ii, -,x) 6. roo Formally, in order to compose the circuit we have to introduce 
the fork Ii L (11,/2) and replace Ii by 11 in the C-element and by 12 in the anc£.operator. 
Since the fork is delay-insensitive, 11 and 12 are not guaranteed to have the same value 
in all states, whereas the two operators are constructed with the same input variable Ii. 
We solve this problem by making a simplifying assumption: we assume that the forks used 
to connect operators inside a process are isochronic, i.e. the delays in these forks are short 
enough, compared to the delays in all operators other than forks and wires, to assume that 
the two outputs of an isochronic fork have the same value at any time. 
The resulting circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 
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-Figure 1-
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For the second implementation of S -with re-ordering of actions-the production rule set 
can be reduced directly: the first and third rules specify the wire Ii w ro, the second and 
fourth rules specify the wire ri w 10. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. 
(~ ro 
» 
Lo rr.. 
-Figure 2-
Comparing the circuits of Figs. 1 and 2, we observe that the re-ordering of handshaking 
actions leads to a simpler implementation. This observation is true in general, although the 
gain is not always as drastic as in this case. We also observe that re-ordering handshaking 
actions modifies the behavior of the circuit concerning its synchronization with its environ-
ment. This is not surprising since the second half of a handshaking sequence-the part that 
we shift from its place-is an extra synchronization action. Placed just after the first half, 
this second synchronization has no noticeable effect. But its synchronization effect becomes 
noticeable when the action is shifted away from the first half of the handshaking sequence. 
Hence the choice to re-order actions is a choice in favor of a simpler circuit at the cost of 
modifying the original synchronization behavior of the circuit-in general for the worse. 
'T. Second example: one-place buffer 
Our second example is the simple "one-place buffer" process 
B == *[L; Rl, 
where L and R are two channels. The handshaking expansion of B gives: 
B - *[[/il; loj; [...,Ii]; 10L; raj; [ri]; rot; [...,rill. (9) 
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Here the difficult transition is ro T. In this example we construct only the solution 
obtained by re-ordering of actions. The construction of the solution with introduction of a 
state variable is more difficult and is left as an exercise to the reader. (It is qescribed in 
[6].) If we postpone the second half of the handshaking expansion of L until after [ri], we 
get: 
*[[Ii]; loT; roT; [ri]; [-,Ii]; 101; rol; [....,rill, 
which we can also re-order as: 
*[[....,ri]; [Ii]; loT; roT; [ri]; [....,Ii]; Iol; roll. (10) 
The order between two successive transitions on output variables-like 10 T; ro T-is irrele-
vant. Hence the production-rule expansion of (10) gives: 
....,ri /\ Ii - 10 T, ro T 
ri /\ ....,Ii -Iol,rol. 
After introducing the auxiliary variable u, the production rule expansion is straightforward: 
((....,ri,Ii) C u) 
(u[ (la, ro)). 
The corresponding circuit is shown in Fig. 3. 
(o 
-Figure 3-
8. Message communication 
ro 
So far, we have only considered the synchronization aspect of the communication actions: 
no message was passed. The last two examples describe implementations of communications 
that entail transmissions of messages. We consider the transmission of Boolean variables 
only; the generalization to other types is relatively straightforward. 
Third exalDple: Queue (FIFO) elelDent 
Queues (FIFO) play an important role in pipeline computations for increasing throughput 
when processing times are variable. A queue consists of the linear composition of a number 
of buffer-elements of the type: 
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E == *[L?(x); R!(x)]. (11) 
(L? (x) is an input action assigning to internal variable x the value received on L. R! (x) 
is an output sending the value of x on channel R.) 
We are going to implement the transmission of true messages and of false messages 
on two independent channels. We shall construct a circuit for each type of messages, and 
then compose the two circuits. Such a technique is called the "double-rail" technique [10]. 
We get: 
where ~Lt V ~L f holds at any time. 
*[[Lt - Lt ; R t 
ILf - Lf ; Rf 
]], 
If we let channels L t and Lf share variable 10, and channels Rt and Rf share variable 
ri, the handshaking expansion gives the two guarded commands: 
*[[/i l - 10 j; [~/il]i 10 Li rOI ji [ri]i rOI Li [~ri] 
I/i2 - 10 ji [~/i2]i 10 Li ro2ii [ri]i r02 Li [~ri] 
]1· 
(12) 
The production rule expansion of (12) has to guarantee mutual exclusion between 
the two guarded commands. Since ~/il V ~li2 holds at any time, it is easy to see that 
mutual exclusion is guaranteed if we re-order the actions of each guarded command as in 
the implementation of B. We get: 
*[[~ri !'dil -Ioj,rol ji [ri /\ ~/illi 10L,rol L 
I ~ri /\ li2 - 10 j, r02 ji [ri /\ ~/i21; 10 L, r02 L 
ll· 
(13) 
Since each of the two guarded commands of (13) is identical to (10), the circuit for (12) 
consists of two copies of the circuit of Fig. 3 composed in the obvious way so as to share 10 
and rio Hence the circuit of Fig. 4. 
...---------;.> rOt 
to ~------n 
L-______ ~ ro~ 
-Figure 4-
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Fourth example: single variable 
Consider the following process that provides read and write access to a simple Boolean 
variable x: 
where -.P V -.Q holds at any time. 
*[[P - P?x 
IQ-Qlx 
]], 
(14) 
Again, according to the double-rail technique, each guarded command of (14) is ex-
panded to two guarded commands. But now the values true and false have to be explicitely 
assigned to x, in the following way: 
*[[pil - x i; [x]; po i; [-.pil]; po 1 
lpi2 - xl; [-.x]; po i; [-.pi2]; po 1 
Ix /\ qi - qOl i; [-.qi]; qOl1 
I-'x /\ qi - q02 i; [-.qi]; qod 
ll· 
(15) 
The rest of the compilation is now straightforward and is left as an exercise to the 
reader. (Hint: don't forget to ensure mutual exclusion between the guarded commands.) 
The operator reduction gives: 
The circuit is represented in Fig.6. 
(pib -.pi2) ex 
(pil, x) 6. POl 
(pi2, -.x) 6. P02 
(POl, p02) 'Y pO 
(x, qi) 6. qOl 
(-.x,qi) 6.q02. 
f'; ----'~--------____....----__: .----~) 9c, 
I 1 
po ~x ~~x P~---+9' 
-Figure 6--
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9. Conclusion 
We have described a method for implementing a high-level concurrent algorithm (a set of 
communicating processes) as a network of digital operators that can be directly mapped 
into a delay-insensitive VLSI-circuit. The circuit is derived from the program by a series of 
systematic, semantics-preserving, transformations that we have compared to compiling. 
Since the circuits are correct by construction, and in particular, since the guards of the 
production rules are stable by construction, the circuits are free from "hazards". 
The choice between active and passive implementations is usually clear from the con-
text. For instance, the choice to implement input as passive and output as active is most 
of the time safe. Furthermore, in the case the wrong choice has been made and it turns out 
that two active or two passive commands have to be paired, an "adaptor" process can be 
used. An adaptor is a one-place buffer with Land R both active--a "double-A"-or both 
passive--a "double-P". A double-A is used to pair two passive commands, a double-P to 
pair two active commands. 
The simplifying assumption of isochronic forks is not severe, since such a fork is always 
confined to a very small circuit part. In fact, it is even weaker than the usual isochronic 
assumption used in self-timed design, where a whole circuit part is assumed isochronic. We 
believe that isochronic forks can be avoided, but doing so would complicate the circuits 
without real advantage in return. 
We also believe that the basic sets of operators used in this paper, extended with an 
arbiter and a synchronizer to implement mutual exclusion among independent commands, 
is sufficient for all purposes. (Obviously, having both and and or is redundant.) How-
ever, there is no interest in confining the designer to a minimal set of operators. On the 
contrary, since one of the advantages of VLSI is the possibility to create operators at no 
cost, introducing other operators-like, e.g., and and or with more than two inputs, or 
exclusive-or--may often simplify a circuit drastically. 
We have illustrated the method with four simple--sometimes deceivingly so-but char-
acteristic examples that embody very standard control and data structures. The method 
has also been tested on quite difficult examples like the distributed mutual exclusion cir-
cuit described in [4]. In [5], we have used the method to solve an open problem: It had 
been conjectured that it is impossible to construct a delay-insensitive fair arbiter. We have 
disproved the conjecture by constructing such an arbiter applying our method. 
The most encouraging aspect of the method is that it is really a synthesis technique: it 
allows a designer to construct solutions that he would never have found had he not applied 
the method. 
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